AUTOMATIC INDEXING, HEAVY-DUTY, HYDRAULIC, BAND SAW DESIGNED FOR BANDED BUNDLE CUTTING

- Full capacity (24 in. x 24 in.) vises and overhead clamps with 2 inch blade.
- Optional puller vise that allows for a trim cut on the bundle end and reduced remnants.
- 10' automatic feed table with AC servo drive technology for fast and accurate shuttle positioning.
- Specifically designed to cut banded bundles with retracting vises, table supports, and overhead clamps.
- Direct Force Sensing Electric Feed for more accurate control and built in blade saver feature.
- All saw functions are controlled through the new Marvel PC3.1 with large HMI touch screen control.
- Control features graphic illustration of cutting force and HP to maximize cutting times, productivity reporting by shift, weekly, monthly or yearly.
- The Virtual Bundle Builder feature tracks square inches per cut to optimize cutting efficiency.
- Ethernet ready for remote programming of jobs and cutting information via remote PC.
- Available with a wide variety of Marvel Material Handling options.
- Marvel's patent pending “Easy Load Blade Guides” and “SLIPS” material compensation technology to avoid material slipage.